SOMETIMES, SQUARES JUST DON’T FIT

‘He’s doing it again’—what a cryptic way to launch into what should be a gentle, easily digestible wind down as the year draws to a close. Perhaps though, not as knight’s move as it first appears: let’s go back a step or two.

Without over generalising, school days (and I’m including university) are largely about facts. Not just the accumulation and retention of ‘facts’ but the nurturing of the ‘fact as truth’ myth. Harsh maybe, but (think of the pre-Copernican view of the galaxy) while science opens doors, its bluntness (or at least lack of precision) as a tool is exposed in situations inherently insoluble from an empirical standpoint. There’s an expression in Swedish, ‘kantig’, derived from ‘fyr kanter’, meaning 4-sided or, literally square/literal/inflexible: the sorts of examples to which I’m referring are those where being ‘kantig’ (an advantage in many fora) simply doesn’t cut the mustard.

‘Expand your thesis’ you rightly demand, and I can think of no better way of doing so than referring to the poignant scenarios in this issue. They are very different but share in common the ethical ‘tightrope’ doesn’t end there. Rob Wheeler’s latest legal labyrinth poignantly recalls the, still relevant, painfully debated issues around a pair of conjoined twins, of which one did not have the circulatory capacity to survive more than a few months and the other, in the face of no intervention bound to succumb immediately afterwards. See page 1143

VIABILITY: PART 1

The ethical ‘tightrope’ doesn’t end there. Rob Wheeler’s latest legal labyrinth poignantly recalls the, still relevant, painfully debated issues around a pair of conjoined twins, of which one did not have the circulatory capacity to survive more than a few months and the other, in the face of no intervention bound to succumb immediately afterwards. See page 1143

VIABILITY: PART 2

Finally, John Lantos’ wonderful editorial dissected the old arguments around care for sub 23-week gestation deliveries. In Sweden and Japan, this has for a long time involved an active approach and the refreshing recent stance in the BAPM guidance on the issue is a real sign of moving forward with this debate. Populations, of course, differ in response to interventions, but medical science has also moved forward. See page 1155

That’s all for now. I hope you can reflect on 2021 with fondness.

Nick
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